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SUMMARY

The IGD (Interactive Graphical Documents) hypermedia system was designed to make
possible interactive presentations that can be explored by and customized for individual
users. We describe IGD’s authoring facilities through an annotated excerpt from an editing
session, emphasizing how the system’s document model and user interface help support the
creation of large documents.

Although we feel that IGD successfully addressed some of the issues of scale, experience
with the system has convinced us that it is wrong to cast many of the problems of authoring
large hypertexts as ones that can be solved by implementing editors of sufficient scope and
sophistication. We believe that hypertext design systems based on direct editing of documents
inherit many of the bottlenecks associated with the conventional document authoring process.
These problems are compounded by the added intellectual burden of designing a connective
structure of keyworded links. We contrast the reality of the author-centered, editor-based
approach to document design and layout, exemplified by IGD, with the promise of a
knowledge-based, automated alternative, and discuss why we feel that many of the facilities
provided by IGD will still be useful even if presentations can be created entirely
automatically.
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INTRODUCTION

Vannevar Bush’s prophetic article, ‘As we may think’ [1] describes a hypothetical system
that allows authors to construct complex trails through a corpus of text and pictures,
interconnecting them in a rich network of links and references. This vision of the
postwar future, further elaborated in the sixties by Douglas Engelbart and Theodor
Nelson, helped inspire a number of hypertext systems that addressed the problem of
creating directed-graph structured documents through the design of powerful editing
tools such as NLS [2], HES [3], FRESS [4], ZOG [5], and Xanadu [6].

IGD (Interactive Graphical Documents) [7, 8], developed at Brown University
1980–82, built on the experience gained from these projects to provide an environment
in which users could design and edit hypermedia documents. Its documents served as the
interface to interactive animation and simulation capabilities, in addition to presenting
static pictures and text. IGD introduced a natural, pictorial metaphor for editing
directed-graph structured documents as directed graphs. As well, IGD was one of the
first systems to allow non-programmers to create the graphical interface associated with
each of its displays entirely through a direct-manipulation, WYSIWYG interface.
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IGD and the other systems mentioned above exemplify what we will refer to as the
editor-based approach to hypertext creation. Editor-based hypertext systems rely on the
use of an editor to create the structure of a document under direct user control. In the
following sections we present some of the features provided by IGD to support large,
customized documents and discuss what we perceive to be intrinsic failings of editor-
based hypertext creation.

IGD OVERVIEW

An IGD document is structured as a directed graph of ‘pages’, each of which may be
nested arbitrarily deeply in a hierarchy of ‘chapters’. A page contains color pictures that
include both figures and text, buttons that when selected through use of a data tablet
cause actions to occur, startup actions that are executed when the page is displayed, and
indexing information. Actions range from retrieving a new page to running an animation
or displaying a pictorial index.

IGD consists of three separately invoked components. Pls (picture layout system)
allows designers and illustrators to create pictures that include geometric objects,
bitmaps, and typeset text. Dls (document layout system) provides the ability for authors
and editors to lay out individual pages and interconnect them to form the document’s

Figure 1. A page from a sonar maintenance and repair manual, displayed with dps, the document
presentation system
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structure. Dps (document presentation system) allows the end user to interact with the
document, one page at a time. Although hardware limitations and software engineering
considerations necessitated this sometimes cumbersome subdivision, we feel that the
distinction between authoring and reading is an important one. Those who design,
author, and edit material need tools that have different capabilities than those needed by
the average reader (readers who are also authors notwithstanding). To emphasize this
distinction we will refer to users of pls and dls as authors and users of dps as readers ,
recognizing that both terms are much more limiting than they should be.

A page from a sonar maintenance and repair manual presented with dps is shown in
Figure 1.1 The reader’s selection of one of the four tests shown determines the page to be
displayed next. The entirety of the visual display and its interaction capabilities were laid
out by the document’s authors using pls and dls. At the lower right, an automatically
generated picture shows a miniature of the previous page (which serves as a ‘back
button’ that takes the reader back to that page when it is selected), the names of the page,
parent chapter and document, and the time. It was created by a startup action that the
author associated with the page using dls. The directed graph of pages may be traversed
by executing actions that cause a new page to be displayed, e.g., when a reader touches a
button associated with a new page action. Thus, the pages are the graph’s nodes, linked
by the arcs established by new-page actions.

A small set of special pages in each of our documents are initially blank, but contain
startup actions that generate graphical displays designed to help the reader navigate in the
document. These include an assortment of displays that show the document’s structure
and the reader’s path through the document during the current session [7].

SUPPORT FOR LARGE DOCUMENTS

An important concern for us in developing IGD was that the system be able to handle
extremely large documents, such as manuals for maintenance and repair or training. This
was reflected in our design of the interface to dls. Dls allows the author to lay out on a
page a set of pictures created using pls, to specify graphically the interactive capabilities
of a page, and to edit the document’s connective structure.

Early on, we decided that we wanted the author to be able to create and modify the
document’s structure by editing a directed-graph display. Although a simple, editable
graph display will suffice for documents small enough to be displayed legibly in their
entirety, it was clear that this approach would not scale up well to large documents. A
number of data structure display techniques are applicable to this problem, but are
limited in their usefulness. For example, if a scrollable window is used to pan and zoom
about a directed graph, one or both of a visible link’s nodes may end up off-screen.
Filtering links and nodes for selective display based on their properties will cut down
screen clutter, but will not indicate whether something does not exist or has instead
merely been made invisible.

More recent work has since suggested some new ways to address the problem of
displaying large graphs, but problems still remain. For example, customized ‘fisheye’
views [9] can be constructed to emphasize selected parts of the graph structure at the
expense of others, and the results formatted with an automated graph-layout algorithm.
Although such displays can potentially be easy to understand by themselves, it may be

1The figures are generated from the original color framebuffer contents as greyscale PostScript halftones.
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difficult for a viewer to relate material presented in two different displays—the change in
emphasis between the displays may cause the same object to be shown with different
graphical attributes, size, and relative position. Furthermore, any approach that involves
laying out large graphs in 2D will have to contend with nonplanar graphs in which links
must cross over and partially obscure other links or nodes. SemNet [10] explores the
notion of presenting graph structure by populating a 3D space with nodes and arcs to
avoid the problems of nonplanarity. Nevertheless, its 3D world must still be projected
into 2D. While the added cues of user-controlled motion (or even the binocular disparity
provided by a true 3D display) can help resolve ambiguities, these cues will not eliminate
the inherent visual complexity of a large graph.

We decided to use the divide-and-conquer power of a hierarchical document model to
provide a natural framework for information hiding. A number of hypertext systems that
rely on directed-graph displays only support hierarchy as a subset of directed-graph
structure, as exemplified by Intermedia [11] and Neptune [12]. Notecards [13], on the
other hand, makes it possible to group objects hierarchically into ‘file boxes’, but
implements and displays file boxes using the same structural mechanism as regular links.
In IGD, pages and their interconnecting links can be nested recursively to arbitrary depth
inside of a separately-maintained hierarchy of chapters, modeled after the hierarchies of
NLS and FRESS. This allows IGD to use some of the hierarchical directed-graph display
techniques illustrated in the following sections. In addition, we wanted to make it
possible for the author to view and edit simultaneously different chapters that may be
widely separated in the document’s directed graph or chapter structure. Therefore, dls
allows its authors to create a set of windows, each of which contains either a chapter or a
page.

IGD used a relational database to encode document structure because we believed that
the general database problems posed by the large documents that we wanted to support
could not be properly addressed by building specialized, one-of-a-kind data storage and
retrieval facilities. We wanted the power and flexibility that a full database system would
provide. In addition, storing the document structure separately from the material being
structured allowed different documents to be built from the same source material without
replicating the bulk of the document’s storage. For example, the figures in the following
section were generated during a demonstration editing session in which the author freely
modified an expendable copy of a document’s structural relations, which in turn
referenced pictures, text, animation scripts, and other source material used in other
documents.

AN ANNOTATED EDITING SESSION

Dls was used to create several documents, the largest of which, the sonar maintenance
and repair manual illustrated in part in this paper, contains several hundred pages and
many more pictures. This document was the product of several person-years of design,
illustration, and authoring, put in by a four-person team over a period of six months.
Figure 2 is the first of a series that shows part of a session in which dls is used to edit the
manual. (A simpler example of how to create chapters and links in an earlier version of
the system is illustrated in [8].)

The large window at the right of Figure 2 contains the chapter REFERENCE MANUAL.
The four smaller windows surrounding it contain pages. Chapters are represented as
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Figure 2. A document being edited with dls, the document layout system. A set of windows each
contain a chapter or a page. The author selects +Detail to reveal further detail in the lower window

black-bordered boxes and contain their nested subchapters and pages. Pages are shown
as white-bordered boxes and contain their pictures and buttons. Chapter and page names
appear at the upper left of their rectangles. Optional keywords, which make it possible to
create customized presentations, appear at the lower left. The keyword system is
described in the following section. The interconnections between pages are denoted by
arrows between those pages that can access one another when the appropriate button is
touched by the reader.

Because a fully-detailed view of a complex document can be extremely difficult to
understand, we paid much attention to the problems of graphical information hiding.
Several facilities were provided for restricting the information presented by dls. For
example, arrows are not normally displayed between connected objects at different levels
in the chapter hierarchy. Instead, using a technique that we refer to as link inheritance ,
the parentage of both members of a pair of connected pages is traced to find those
ancestor chapters that share a common parent and an arrow is then drawn only between
these two. Arrows to or from objects that are not in the same window are not normally
indicated either. Only one arrow is drawn between any two chapters or pages, with
arrowheads in one or both directions as appropriate. Thus, link inheritance makes it
possible for several connections between the children of one chapter and those of another
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Figure 3. Additional detail is displayed. The author prepares to descend the chapter’s hierarchy
by selecting Down

to be represented by a single arrow. For example, the double-headed arrows between the
subchapters in the chapter labeled REFERENCE MANUAL in Figure 2 indicate that at
least one page in each subchapter references a page in the others. The author may
optionally request to see inter-window connections, or view the exact connections to or
from a chapter or page, as described below.

The author may selectively determine the level of detail shown in an individual
chapter or page. With detail off, a chapter or page is shown as a named, color-coded
rectangle, With detail on, its internal boxes and arrows are shown if it is a chapter, its
pictures if it is a page. In Figure 2, the author has selected the +Detail button and is
preparing to click on REFERENCE MANUAL to show further detail in its chapters.
Figure 3 shows the extra detail after the author has clicked several times on the two
rightmost subchapters to show additional levels of detail inside them, revealing more
subchapters, pages, and links.

The dashed arrows revealed in Chapter 1.Kit are ‘fuzzy links’. Unlike the solid arrows
that represent regular links, they are only promises of future connections. Although solid
arrows may be shown to or from chapters because of link inheritance, regular links may
only be created between pages. Fuzzy links, on the other hand, may be created between
any combination of chapters and pages by simply choosing an existing source and
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Figure 4. Chapter 2.Sonar expands to fill the window. The author decides to create a button on
page Sonar.1 and selects the button’s size and position

destination. Fuzzy links allow the author to mock up the document’s interconnection
structure quickly, while serving as a visual reminder that they need to be fleshed out later.

The author now selects the Down button, which will cause the chapter or page that is
selected next to fill its window. In Figure 4, Chapter 2.Sonar has been selected and
expands to fill the window previously occupied by its parent. This discrete approach to
‘‘zooming’’, coupled with link inheritance, allows us to avoid one problem caused by
continuous panning and zooming: no partially clipped node or link is ever displayed.

Authors may name chapters and pages arbitrarily, the only restriction being that
names be unique within a parent chapter. Because we had only a single graphics system
on which IGD could run, the authors of this document decided to use globally unique,
qualified names to make it easier to discuss and design the document when the system
was being used by others.

Customization through keywording

We feel that presentations should ideally be customized for each situation and reader. In
the traditional authoring process, this may be accomplished to a first approximation by
writing several versions of a document or by marking certain portions of the document as
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relevant to readers at a particular skill level. Like the FRESS hypertext system [4, 14]
that preceded it, IGD allows the visible structure of a document to be varied according to
display keywords that can be assigned to different pieces of the document. If the
keywords associated with part of the document match the current keywords, then that
part of the document is made available to the reader. FRESS supported arbitrary Boolean
keyword expressions. Instead of assuming that IGD’s authors and readers would be
comfortable with Boolean expressions, we decided to provide a less powerful, but
conceptually simpler interface.

In IGD, pictures, buttons, and fuzzy links are the only parts of a document’s structure
that may be keyworded. (As described in the following section, regular links are also
keyworded insofar as they are created by making a special kind of button; thus, links are
associated with their button’s keyword if there is any. For convenience, we will refer to
links created by keyworded buttons as keyworded links.) Since a page’s pictures
determine its visual appearance, while a page’s buttons determine how the reader can
interact with it, keywording allows the author to control all that the reader can see and
do. Chapters and pages themselves may not be keyworded; hence they are always visible
to and accessible by the author.2 This eliminates the possibility (and potential confusion)
of having multiple, overlapping chapter hierarchies.

When dps is used to present the document, the keywords associated with the pictures
and buttons on the page being viewed are compared with those in a pool of current
keywords. If a keyword is a member of the pool, then a picture tagged with it is
displayed, whereas a button tagged with it is made pickable. Actions are provided that
add and delete lists of keywords from the pool, causing the displayed page to be
incrementally updated. Thus, a page’s appearance and capabilities can be totally
different, depending upon the contents of the keyword pool. They may even change
while the page is displayed, if an action is executed that affects the pool.

Since the pool is modified by the execution of IGD actions, documents can be
designed so that readers need not be aware that a document uses keywording. Most of
our documents were designed this way to simplify the reader’s interface. For example,
the sonar maintenance and repair manual used keywords to determine the reader’s path
through the document based on his or her level of expertise, the task to be performed, and
the urgency with which the task needed to be carried out. A set of actions controlled a
graphical simulation of the sonar system. The reader could select different system faults
to simulate, each of which would cause an appropriate set of keywords to be added to or
subtracted from the pool. The new keywords would cause the reader to be guided to
displays that describe how to diagnose and fix the fault.

Dls allows authors to create both keyworded and unkeyworded windows through
which to view and edit the document’s structure. The large window at the bottom of
Figure 4 has no keyword at its lower left, indicating that all pictures, links, and buttons
that are created or displayed in it are unkeyworded. The keyword at the lower left-hand
corner of each of the four small windows is the keyword associated with that window. A
keyword may be specified when the window is created and changed at any time during
the session. Each picture, link, or button created in each of these windows is associated
with the window’s keyword at the time of creation. Only those pictures, links, and
buttons that are unkeyworded or that have the window’s keyword are displayed in the

2IGD actually supported an additional kind of keywording for pages that was used to provide keyword
indexing and retrieval facilities.
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window. Thus, if a window’s keyword is changed, the window’s visible contents may
change as well. The pair of windows on the left both contain the same page, but each has
a different current keyword. Therefore, they show (slightly) different sets of pictures.
The pair of windows at the top both display another page, filtered by different keywords.
Keyworded structure is annotated with its keywords, which appear in dls at the bottom of
pictures and buttons and across the middle of links. If multiple keywords are assigned to
a window, then when a picture, link, or button is created the author is asked to select the
desired keyword from the list of keywords. A special wildcard keyword may be
associated with a window, causing all structure within it to be displayed, no matter what
keyword is associated with the structure.

Creating a link

In Figure 4, the author decides to create an unkeyworded button on page Sonar.1. The
author selects Create BUTTON from the menu and chooses two points to determine a
rectangle on the page. The screen is then dimmed, as shown in Figure 5, and a list of
possible actions is displayed, from which the author picks Get new page. This action
further requests that a destination page be chosen from those displayed or from the list of
all pages.

Figure 5. The screen dims and a list of button actions is presented. The author chooses
Get new page and is asked to pick a page from the display
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Figure 6. The author selects a page from one of the windows on the left, and a link to it is created

In Figure 6, the author has selected one of the copies of the page Setup2.2 at the lower
left. Inter-window links take on the keyword of their source window. Therefore an
unkeyworded link is made. An arrow is shown between Sonar.1 and 2.3.Maintenance,
because 2.3.Maintenance is the ancestor of Setup2.2 contained in Sonar.1’s parent
chapter. No arrow is shown to Setup2.2 because the display of inter-window arrows has
been disabled. An outline of the button is overlaid on Sonar.1 and contains the name of
the action that it invokes (Get new page) and its arguments (Setup2.2). This display of a
page’s buttons is enabled when buttons are created on the page and may be selectively
enabled or disabled for individual pages on request.

Should the suppression of links be confusing, the author can request to see all links
emanating from or terminating on a given chapter or page. In Figure 7, the author has
asked to see all links from Sonar.1. This causes the link to Setup2.2 to be shown, in this
case to both windows that contain it.

As an alternative to the button creation procedure outlined above, individual pictures
can also be associated with default actions and arguments. Positioning such a picture on
a page is all that is needed to create a button. Many of the buttons in the row of buttons
at the bottom of Figure 1 were created this way. A further expedient to creating links or
other document structure is provided by the method through which the document
structure is maintained. Because IGD relies on a general-purpose relational database to
store its pages, chapters, and links, the database system’s query language interface can be
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Figure 7. The author asks to see all links from Sonar.1, prior to using Down to view Sonar.1 more
closely

used to modify a document’s structure. This makes it possible, for example, for those
authors willing to learn the query language to associate pictures or actions quickly with
some selected set of pages.

Exploring the document

The author now decides to examine Sonar.1 more closely by selecting Down and clicking
on the page to cause it to fill its window, as shown in Figure 8. Zooming in dls is done
with chapter or page granularity, rather than smoothly. Since a window always contains
a wholly visible chapter or page at its outermost level, no link can ever be shown whose
invisible source or destination is outside of the window, in contrast to what happens with
smooth panning and zooming. Because any page or chapter may be selected to fill a
window, authors are encouraged to make only a relatively small number of pages directly
in any chapter. Instead, pages (and subchapters) may be grouped in additional levels of
subchapter hierarchy. This makes it possible for the graph-structure displays to be
relatively sparse at any time, even in a large, well-connected document.

IGD’s pictures can include text and digitized images in addition to geometric
primitives. Because the hardware and software on which IGD was built provided only a
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Figure 8. Sonar.1 fills its window. Clicking Down on the outermost page or chapter of a window
causes dls to enter single-window mode

limited set of bitmap fonts and did not support realtime image scaling, text and digitized
images cannot be properly displayed when viewed at other than their original size. Dls
therefore provides a single-window display mode in which a page can be shown at the
full size it will appear in dps. This mode can be accessed explicitly through the menu or
by selecting the outermost chapter or page in a window as the target of a Down request.
In Figure 8 the author selects Sonar.1 to enter single-window mode in Figure 9.

To move up the chapter hierarchy in either mode or to display the window’s full
ancestry, the author selects Up. As shown in Figure 9, the screen dims and an ordered list
containing the names of the chapter or page and its ancestors in the chapter hierarchy is
displayed. Selecting one will cause it to fill the window. In this case, REFERENCE
MANUAL is selected, which is now revisited in single-window mode in Figure 10.
Additional functions allow the author to select an arbitrary page or chapter to fill a
window, or to copy the contents of an existing window into a new one.

DISCUSSION

The authoring metaphor that we implemented has proven to be an attractive one. Much
of its attractiveness lies, however, in how well the system mimics the task breakdown of
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Figure 9. In single-window mode Sonar.1 is viewed at its full size. Selecting Up displays the
window’s chapter hierarchy and allows the author to move to any ancestor

the traditional hardcopy authoring process. IGD’s users play the time-worn roles of
author, illustrator, designer, editor, and printer in the context of a new medium.
Consequently, they inherit many of the old medium’s problems. In designing IGD, we
conceived of our system as providing the ‘power tool’ equivalent of the manual tools to
which one could compare the conventional hardcopy authoring approach. Electric saws
and drills allow a cabinetmaker to speed up production, and, furthermore, can change the
scope of the projects that can be tackled. They do not, however, alter the cabinetmaker’s
basic tasks of designing and building.

Here, as well, new technology is used to accomplish an old task more efficiently, but
without any fundamental change in the roles being played. Moreover, although it may be
faster to use the new technology to turn out documents that are exactly like the old, our
experience with IGD has shown that creating documents that take advantage of the new,
richer medium is even more time-consuming. Much time is still spent authoring because
the system automates the execution of what people want the document to look like, but
does not automate its actual creation. That is to say, the design of the document, its
pictures, its text, and its interconnections is still being performed by the authors,
designers, illustrators, and editors who use the system.
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Figure 10. REFERENCE MANUAL is now revisited in single-window mode

Problems of complex, keyworded linking structure

One of the most critical stumbling blocks facing the authors using an editor-based
hypertext system is that of customization. Customizing documents by keywording parts
of their source material and their interconnecting links is attractive in theory and well
represented in practice. It has both the generality and completeness of the programming
language goto. Like the much maligned goto, however, it is difficult to use cleanly.
Large documents with many keywords, many pieces of keyworded structure, and many
places at which the keywords in effect may change are unwieldy to create, edit, or even
understand. The author is creating a branching structure even more complex than that of
traditional CAI and prone to all of its difficulties. Although one could argue that a reader
might not have to understand the structure, the author must.

We have found it useful to consider three levels at which someone can be said to
understand such a structure: knowing what is there, knowing why it is there, and knowing
how to change it to accomplish a desired result.

Knowing what exists in the structure. This is the easiest kind of understanding to
obtain. In IGD, we attempted to promote it by having authors directly manipulate an
iconic representation of the document’s structure. Thus, the authors create a complete
pictorial representation of the document’s structure in the course of defining it.
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Alternatively, a system may generate its own pictorial representation automatically or
reformat the author’s representation. Although manual or limited automatic generation is
relatively easy for unrealistically small examples, it is qualitatively more difficult for
larger ones. In addition, while a very small document’s structure can be displayed
clearly on a single screen in full detail, the viewer of a large document’s structure
requires additional viewing aids. There should be some way to conceal uninteresting
details and emphasize important features, such as that provided by IGD’s mechanisms of
zooming in and out of the nodes in the chapter hierarchy, link inheritance, and selectively
enabling the display of node contents and arc information. These assists notwithstanding,
laying out a large, arbitrary, directed graph in a form that can be understood by a viewer
is an extremely difficult task.

Knowing why the structure is as it is. This kind of understanding involves either
inferring from the structure what the author intended in creating it, or being told
explicitly, perhaps through the author’s comments. Achieving it, however, is frequently
confounded by the fact that even the author may not understand why the structure looks
the way it does. This is the hypertext author’s equivalent of the harried programmer’s ‘I
changed it until it worked’ syndrome, often the effect of a long history of casual,
incompletely understood, piecemeal modifications. Although the use of more disciplined
linking structures may offer some relief (in analogy to structured programming’s
banishment of the goto), it is not a solution. A ‘structured hypertext’ is no more self-
documenting than an uncommented structured program. Furthermore, while a limited set
of linking structures may be adequate to implement programming ‘flow of control’, there
may be no way to untangle the rich set of interconnections that referential links represent
in general.

Knowing how to change the structure to accomplish a desired effect. This subsumes
the other levels of understanding and requires that the author knows how his or her
changes will affect the system. Again, achieving it is rendered more difficult when the
structure has already been modified by others who did not understand it. To continue the
analogy to software engineering, validating a change in the structure of a complex
hypertext is much like validating a change in a large program. All paths through the
changed section may have to be traced to discover if the change has accomplished the
desired effect.

Sadly, the use of keywording can create yet further problems. Dls displays
keyworded structure either by labeling it with its keywords or by obeying the keywords
and selectively revealing or concealing appropriate parts of the structure. This is a
classic example of the conflict between hypertext and pure WYSIWYG. What you (the
author) sees is not necessarily what you (the reader) gets. Keywords may either be
obeyed, generating what a particular reader sees, or merely indicated, showing all that the
author put there, but not necessarily what any particular reader will see. Of course an
authoring system may provide both methods, as does dls, but this complicates its
interface (and the author’s understanding of it) further.

Automating the manual

In contrast to the fundamentally manual approach to authoring discussed so far, consider
a knowledge-based system that designs customized presentations as they are needed. For
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example, the COMET multimedia explanation generation system [15] is a testbed for
experimenting with these capabilities. As the user interacts with COMET, it designs and
presents one display after another, describing, for example, the steps in a maintenance
and repair procedure. Thus, all the information that the system offers to its users is
provided through its displays, customized for the specific situation and user.

COMET currently accepts only limited menu-based input to request the generation of
new explanations. Ideally, an automated presentation system’s users should be allowed
to ask free-form questions of the system, including questions about previously presented
information. It would be most natural for users to ask these questions by making specific
references to the displays themselves. If we permit users to refer to previous displays,
however, it is reasonable that they should be allowed to browse through them as well. In
fact, no matter how good an explanation the system can generate, users may want to
review what they have seen, whether to clarify a point made previously or to find a
context within which to request new information.

Just as important as showing users what they have already seen, is offering them some
idea of what they have not. Even though all material presented may be generated on the
fly, there are strong advantages to previewing as yet unseen information in a way that is
consistent with that already presented. Therefore, we believe that manual document
exploration tools of the sort provided by IGD will still be important in such systems.
Much of the complex keyworded structure that is laboriously created by hand in editor-
based hypertext systems, however, may ultimately be replaced by links, pictures, and text
that are automatically generated for the individual user and situation. The primary use of
editing tools would then no longer be for human authors to construct full presentations.
Rather, in the spirit of Vannevar Bush, we foresee their use by people who will explore,
organize, and annotate material, much of which, this time, will be created and structured
automatically.

CONCLUSIONS

The IGD hypermedia system was designed to investigate issues in the creation of large,
pictorial, directed-graph structured documents. It supported integrated, direct-
manipulation graphical editing of each page’s appearance and interface, and of the
document’s directed-graph structure. By combining the generality of directed-graph
structure with the organizing and information-hiding capabilities of a hierarchy, IGD
made it possible for authors to view and edit intricately-connected documents without
being overwhelmed by overly complex displays. Editor-based hypertext systems, such as
IGD, have proven useful for creating documents that demonstrate the power of hypertext
structure.

In spite of their technical successes, we believe that problems intrinsic to the editor-
based approach prevent these systems from scaling up to handle large hypertexts without
perpetuating the labor-intensive bottlenecks of traditional authoring. As in conventional
media, the authors who use editor-based systems edit documents at the level of the
finished presentation, despite their more modern tools. The problems they share are
inherent in the concept of having one or more human authors design a presentation at this
level of involvement: people are responsible for all decisions, ranging from the high-level
authoring strategy down to the minutiae of page layout. The responsibility for designing
and maintaining a complex network of keyworded links only adds to these problems.
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Even if some of the lower-level design and layout tasks were to be automated, the
presence of people in the authoring loop would ultimately restrict both the speed with
which material could be generated and the ability to adapt a presentation to the needs of a
specific situation and reader.

In current research we are exploring some of the issues involved in building systems
that could create automatically presentations of the kind we crafted by hand using IGD.
We feel, however, that when these systems become practical, users will still want to
explore the material that has been or could be presented. Therefore, we believe that
exploratory tools like those of IGD will continue to remain relevant to the automated
presentation design systems that are our eventual goal.
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